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The jump number, denoted by cr, of a directed acyclic graph (dag) G, is the minimum number 
of arcs that have to be added to G such that the resulting graph is still acyclic and has a 
hamiltonian path. 
We study here the particular class of dags having an induced partial order of width 2, and give 
a characterization of such graphs with o(G) = i. This yields immediately a polynomial algorithm 
to compute the jump number in this particular class. 
1. Introduction and notations 
In the following by a dag without further specification we mean a finite directed 
acyclic graph (without directed cycle). 
LetG=(X,U)beadagwithX=(x,,..., x,,} and JUI=m. We denote byxy the 
arc from x to y and by G -x the graph induced by removing the vertex x. 
We say that r, a total order on X, is a linear extension of G if xye U implies 
xs,y. Let us denote by Q(G) the set of all linear extensions of G. 
Suppose T =x1 cr x2 ... <T x,, E Q(G). (7 is also denoted by x,x2 ... x, for brevity.) 
We define a jump of T, to be a pair X;Xi+l $ U, and we denote by o(r, G) the 
number of these jumps. 
Finally we define also: 
a(G)=min{o(qG)I reR(G)}, 
the jump number of G. (In [6,9] a jump is called a setup.) Applications of this 
notion are given in references [4,6,7]. 
A transivify arc of a digraph G is an arc xy such that there exists a path of length 
strictly greater than 1, from x to y in G. 
A po-graph G= {X, U) is the graph of a partial order relation (i.e. acyclic, tran- 
sitive and reflexive). 
To any dag G, we shall associate two particular dags: Gt the induced PO-graph, 
and GH (Hasse-dag) the dag obtained from G by deleting all the transitivity arcs. 
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2. Elementary properties and known results 
Let us recall from [3]: 
(1) For all dags G,, Gz such that Gi = Gi 
k’r~Q(Gi) (=Q(G2)>, a(~, G,) = ~(7, (321, 
and thus o(G,) = a(G,). 
(2) If p(G) denotes the path-partition number of a dag G (i.e. the minimal car- 
dinal of a path-partition of the vertices), then 
The problem of computing the jump number of a dag is a difficult problem. It 
has been recently shown to be an NP-complete problem by Pulleyblank [9]. 
Polynomial algorithms are known in particular classes of dags such as trees 
(O(m)), series-parallel (O(m)), unicyclic (O(n3)); see references [l-5,7] from Chaty, 
Chein, Cogis, Habib, Petolla. 
Furthermore, Duffus, Rival and Winkler in [6], have proposed a polynomial 
algorithm for dags without alternating cycles (i.e. subgraphs isomorphic to a crown) 
and shown that for these dags equalities hold in (2). 
But, as far as we know, it is still an open problem to find a nice characterization 
of dags which realize equalities in (2). 
Let us define the Dilworth number of a dag G, denoted by D(G), as the width 
of the induced PO-graph. Thus using the well-known theorem of Dilworth D(G) = 
PC@>. 
We study in the following the particular class of dags with Dilworth number 2 
and give a characterization of such dags having i jumps. This result yields a linear 
algorithm to compute the jump number when the partition into two paths is given. 
3. Jump number of dags with Dilwortb number 2 
Let us denote by Kpxz the po-graph obtained by substituting p antichains 
(stables) of cardinality 2 in a total order on p vertices. 
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Fig. 1. Only the Hasse-dags are drawn. 
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Property 1. Let G= (X, U) be a po-graph and A c_X. If we denote by G(A) the 
subgraph induced by A, then VT* E O(G(A)), VT E Q(G) such that the restriction of 
5 to A is zA, o(tA, G(A)) I a(r, G) and in particular o(G(A)) I a(G). 
The proof is elementary. 
Property 2. a(K,.,) =p, Vpr 1. 
The proof is trivial. 
Thus we have immediately: 
Corollary 3. if a po-graph G contains KPxz as an induced subgraph, then p 5 o(G). 
(We notice this corollary yields the existence of PO-graphs that have both 
Dilworth number two and any jump number greater than zero.) 
The following trivial property will also be used. 
Property 4. If a po-graph has a unique source (sink) s, then o(G) = a(G - s). 
Let us consider a po-graph G = (X, U) and {C,, Cz) a minimal path partition of 
G, with C,=(a, ,..., a,}, C,=(b, ,..., b,} . Moreover let us denote by G(C1, C,) the 
dag obtained from G by deleting all the transitivity arcs between Cr and Cz. 
Lemma 5. Let aibj E G(C,, C,) and a,b, E G(C,, C,) (resp. blasE G(C,, C’,)) with 
i<s (resp. j< t). Then j<t (resp. i<s). 
Proof. The above definition of G(Cr, C,) yields the first point, while the other 
comes from the non-existence of a directed cycle in G. El 
Thus, we can order the arcs of G(C, C,) from C, to C, (from C, to C,) using the 
natural ordering on the index of their origins. 
Let us denote by L, L’ the two ordered lists obtained: 
L={u,,...,uk} and U; = Cr;pi )
L’={o,,...,u~,} and ~;=&a;. 
If k=O, then t=blbZ... braI . ..a.EQ(G). Thus a(G)< 1 and since p(G)=2, we 
get o(G) = 1. 
For the same reason if k’= 0, then a(G) = 1. 
Lemma 6. Let G be a po-graph with p(G) = 2, then a(G) = 1 iff G does not contain 
K2 x 2 as an induced subgraph. 
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Proof. By Corollary 3, if G contains Kzx2, then a(G)> 1. 
Conversely, let us suppose G does not contain any induced subgraph isomorphic 
to K2x2, As seen previously if k= 0 or k’= 0, then a(G) = 1. Furthermore if we 
suppose k # 0 and k’f 0, using Property 4 we can assume without loss of generality, 
that G(C,, C,) has exactly two sources a,, 6, and two sinks a4, b, with 1 <q and 
1 cr. Thus a, and b, (resp. a4, b,) are not comparable in G. Besides ala,, bib,. E U, 
using transitivity, and a, b,, b,a, E U since k#O and k’#O. 
Therefore G({a,, b,, a4, 6,)) is isomorphic to K2X2. 0 
Lemma 7. Let G be a po-graph with two sources a,, 6, and such that p(G) = 2 and 
o(G) L 2. Then there exists A c X such that: 
(i) G(A) has two sources a’, b’. 
(ii) G({al,bl,a’,b’}) is isomorphic to K2x2. 
(iii) o(G) = o(G(A)) + 1. 
Proof. As a(G)z2, we necessarily have k#O and k’#O. 
Let us consider U, =cr,pt and u, =P;(Y; the first arcs of the two lists L and L’ 
defined previously. 
As crl =a; and p, =& are excluded, using the symmetry between the two paths 
C,, C,, we can assume that al <cx; with two cases only: 
(I) /?,I&. Let us consider B=X-C,([a,,cx;[)-C2([bl,/3;[), where C,(I) 
denotes the vertices belonging to the interval I of Ci. 
Since every TE O(G(B)) begins with &, pi is the unique source of G(B). Then to 
any seR(G(B)) we can associate r’= Cl([al,a;[) C,([b,, p;[] T and we get ~‘EQ(G) 
with 
a(~‘, G) = o(r, G(B)) + 1. 
Hence o(G) I a(G(B)) + 1 and we now prove the opposite inequality. 
Let r E Q(G), r = ripi r2a; r3. In this decomposition we notice that every element 
of 73 belongs to B. Furthermore 
We can construct: r”&rZ(B)(T;r3 and ~‘EQ(G(B)). In 5’ the sequence &T~(B)(x; 
needs only one jump before CX;. Since al and bl are in 751 and not comparable in G, 
the sequence 7, needs at least one jump in 7. This yields: 
~$7: G(B)) 5 47, G) - 1. 
So we have a(G) =a(G(B))+ 1. 
To prove the lemma we have to find A c X that satisfies (i), (ii), (iii). We notice 
that B only satisfies (iii). 
As a(G) I 2, using repeatedly Property 4 (since G(B) has only one source pi), we 
must find A c B which satisfies the three properties, and we have finished the first 
case. 
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(II) /3i >&. Let us define A =X- C,([a,, c.w;[) - C,([b,, pi [). Trivially A satisfies 
(i) and (ii) and we now consider (iii). 
Every 7~ K&G(A)) begins with a; or pi. Let us choose cz;. Then we can define 
r’=C,([b,,p,[)C,([a,,a;[)t. Thus ~‘EQ(G) and a(r’,G)=a(7,G(A))+l * 
a(G) I a(G(A)) + 1. 
To obtain the opposite inequality, let us suppose reQ(G). As a; and /3r are not 
comparable in G, we can assume cz; <r pi (when p, <r a; the proof is similar). Thus 
7=7,~;7~/3,7~ and we first notice: Vx~7~, xe.4. 
Let 7’=cw;r,(C,)/3,7s. We have T’ESZ(G(A)). Furthermore ~(7: G(A))+ 1547, G) 
as every maximal subsequence of elements belonging to C, in sz is preceded by a 
jump (since there exists no arc from Cr to C, having its end point in [b,, PI [), and 
since al, b1 are not comparable in G and belong to 7,. El 
Theorem. Let G be a dag with Dilworth number 2, then 
o(G) =max(i 1 G’ contains K,,, as an induced subgraph}. 
Proof. One can suppose, without loss of generality, that G has two sources and two 
sinks. We prove by induction on i that a(G)=i iff G contains Klx2 and does not 
contain KC,+ljx2 as an induced subgraph. 
It is true for i= 1 (Lemma 6). 
If i> 1, we apply Lemma 7. 0 
A po-graph G is i-critical if a(G) = i and for every vertex XE G, a(G - x) < i. 
Let us denote by K, xP the po-graph made up with p isolated vertices. The only 
l-critical graph is obviously K1 xz, and we have: 
Corollary. The only 2-critical PO-graphs are K, x 3 and Klx.. 
Proof. Let G be a po-graph with a(G) = 2. Since G has width one is equivalent to 
a(G) =O, and using inequalities (2) seen previously there are only two cases to 
consider: 
- G has width 3 and thus contains K, x 3. 
- G has width 2 and by the above theorem, G contains Kzx2. 0 
The determination of 3-critical PO-graphs seems to be more difficult. 
4. Algorithm 
Although the previous properties yield immediately a polynomial algorithm to 
compute the jump number of dags having Dilworth number 2, it is not straightfor- 
ward to write a linear algorithm. Thus we propose the following algorithm: Let G 
be such a dag and {C,, C,} any minimal path-partition of G. 
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Algorithm JUMP-NUMBER(G). (1) Delete the transivity arcs between C1 and C, 
and compute the ordered lists of the remaining arcs L (resp. L’) from C, to C, 
(resp. C, to C,). 
(2) JUMP-NUMBER(G) := SIGMA(G). 
Function SIGMA(G). (1) If L = 0, then 
If (Max C2)(Min C,) EL’ then SIGMA(G) : = 0 
else SIGMA(G) : = 1. 
(2) If L’ = 0, then 
If (Max C,)(Min C,) EL then SIGMA(G) := 0 
eke SIGMA(G) : = 1. 
(3) While (G has only one source s) do 
begin G:=G-s, 
update L, L’, 
end. 
(4) Let a, p1 = First(L), pia; = First(L’). 
Case 
ct,<a;,/3,5P;: A :=x-C,([a,,a;[)-C2(tbl,P;[), 
al<ai,&>Pi: A:=X-C,([a,,a;t)-C,([b,,P,[), 
alIa;,P;<P1: A:=X-C,([a,,a,t)-C2([bl,P1[). 
Update L, L’ [i.e. restrict L, L’ to A], 
SIGMA(G) = SIGMA(G(A)) + 1. 
Analysis. Let us suppose n = 1x1, m = j U 1. 
Step 1 of algorithm JUMP-NUMBER(G) could be done easily as we can use the 
very simple algorithm: 
Let C1 = {a,, . . . ,a,} and C,={b,,...,b,} 
k:=r+ 1, L:=0. 
For i:=q down to 1 do 
begin 
Z:={l/aib,EU,I<k}, 
If Z#0 then 
begin 
j:=minZ, 
L:=LU{a,,b,}, 
k:=j 
end 
end 
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This gives in O(m) the list L in the reverse order, when G is given by its lists of 
adjacency. But it is not very hard to find the right sorting of L in O(n), as Lemma 
5 implies that the number of arcs in G(C,, C,) is in O(n). (The same result holds for 
L’.) 
The function SIGMA needs O(n) elementary operations as the dag G(Ci, C,) is 
recursively destroyed by deleting the arcs and during this procedure each arc is only 
visited once. Furthermore the updating of the lists L and L’needs O(n) on the whole. 
Therefore we get: 
Property. The algorithm JUMP-NUMBER needs O(m) elementary operations to 
compute the jump number of dags with given decomposition in two paths. 
Notes. (a) For a dag G, it is well known that the search of a minimal path-partition 
is equivalent to the search of a maximum matching in the incidence associated bipar- 
tite graph and thus we can use any maximum matching algorithm, for example the 
Hopcroft-Karp algorithm [B], in 0(n5’2). 
(b) The algorithm JUMP-NUMBER can be very simply modified to give not only 
the value of the jump number but also a total order 5 E Q(G) that realizes o(G, r) = 
a(G). Furthermore the new algorithm obtained keeps the same complexity. 
(c) Let G = (X, U) be a po-graph and A c X. For every r, that belongs to 
Q(G(A)), there exists r E Q(G) such that r(A) = TV. Thus we can recursively use the 
above algorithm JUMP-NUMBER to construct an heuristic for the jump number. 
For instance let {C,, . . . . C,} be an optimal path-partition of G, one applies the 
algorithm JUMP-NUMBER on the po-graph induced by the two paths C, and C2. 
One obtains a total order C; on this po-graph and then applies the algorithm 
JUMP-NUMBER on the po-graph induced by the two paths C; and C,, and 
so on... 
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